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Introduction
Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let M be a finitely generated module
over A. Let av ..., ar be a sequence of elements of m. Let qi denote the ideal (av ..., at),
i = 1, ...,r, and set q0 = 0^ (the zero ideal of A), q = qr.
Definition. av...,ar is called an absolutely superficial M-sequence (abbr. a.s. M-
sequence) if for each i = 1, ...,r, oi is an absolutely superficial element of q for the
module JK^ := M/q^M, i.e. (qn+1Jfi_1:af) n <\M%_X = q " ^ ^ for all n > 0 (cf. ((13),
definition 2-1)).
This notion was introduced by P. Schenzel (13) in order to study generalized Cohen-
Macaulay (resp. Buchsbaum) modules. All results of (13) concerning a.s. sequences
depend heavily on the pecularities of generalized Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Buchsbaum)
modules. Hence, at first sight, one might think that the notion of a.s. sequences is
formal.
In this paper we shall see that a.s. sequences themselves enjoy many interesting pro-
perties relative to different topics of the theory of modules. Our main results may be
summarized as follows:
(1) There are various characterizations of a.s. sequences. Some of these charac-
terizations are very simple; e.g. av ...,ar is an a.s. if-sequence if and only if
Qi^M: a\ = C\i-XM: q for i = 1, ...,r (Section 1).
(2) A.s. sequences are closely related with other specified sequences of (4), (6), (11),
(15). A natural consequence of this fact is the characterization of generalized Cohen-
Macaulay (resp. Buchsbaum) modules in terms of a.s. sequences (Section 2).
(3) Graded modules associated with an ideal q generated by a a.s. if-sequence
have simple structures; e.g. the Rees module R^{M) is naturally isomorphic to the
symmetric module Sq(M), where R^{M) and Sq(M) are defined like the Rees algebras
and the symmetric algebras of the ring theory, cf (2). That has some applications in
the theory of generalized analytic independence developed in (3), (8), (9), and (17)
(Section 3).
(4) For each system of parameters a1,...,aroiM there exists a polynomial bounding
the Hilbert-Samuel function \(M/qnM), n > 0, and this polynomial coincides with
the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of l(M/c\nM) if and only if a]( ...,ar is a a.s. M-se-
quence. As a consequence, one can estimate the Hilbert-Samuel function l{M/anJH)
for an arbitrary ideal a of A with \(M/aM) < oo (Section 4).
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1. Characterizations
In this section we will establish the main properties of a.s. sequences.
THEOREM 1-1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) a,,..., or is an a.s. M-sequence.
(ii) For each i = 1,..., r there exists an infinite sequence of positive integers n such
that [ ( q^ , q»+1) M: a j n <\M = (q«_lf q») M.
(iii) ((\i_iM :af) n q(at ar)n M = qi_](ai, ...,ar)nM for alln'z 0 arad i = 1, ...,r.
(i)
\
(iii)
(vii)
\
- (vi)
(v) q^i^af = q^Jfrq/ori = l,...,r.
(vi) qt_xM:af = q^M': q" for all m, n ^  1 and i = 1 r.
(vii) q^ j i f : ^ = Un=if?i_i-^:(?n and a^p for all
(i = 1,..., r,) wAere F(q) denotes the set of primes of A containing q.
Proof. We prove the equivalence of the above conditions by the following diagram:
(v)
(i) => (ii) follows from the definition of a.s. sequences,
(ii) => (iv). We have
q^M £ (q^M:at) n qM c D [(qi-i,qn+1)^:ai3 n qif = D (qf-^q71)-^ = q^
n n
hence (iv).
(iv) => (v). Dividing both sides of the relation of (iv) by q or ai( we get
q^M-.a^ = q^M: q, q^M:a\ = q^M-.a^
hence (v) because
<*i-iM:q <= q^M:^ £ q^M-.a^ c q^M-.a?.
(v) => (vi). Since
(\i-xM- <1 £ Qi - i^ : «i (resp. q ^ i f : q 2 £ q^iW:a\)
we have
q^_!if :at = q ^ J f :a | = q^M: q = q ^ i f : q2,
hence (vi).
(vi) => (vii). I t suffices to note that
U q,_1if :a?= U qi_i^:qn ,
\«atip for all peKss(M/qi_lM)\V(q).
(vii) => (iv). We have
00 00
qi_1if:of= U qi_1M:q"= U q^M.af,
n=X • n = l
hence qi_1 M: at = q^-^M: a\. From this we can easily deduce that
(S\i_xM:af) n
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As a consequence, (qr_1M :or) n qM = qr_rM. If i < r, using descending induction on
i, we have
( q ^ M :a<) n q-M = (q^M:af) n ( U q,-^: qn) n qM = (q^-MIO,) n qtM = q^itf.
\n=l /
(vi) => (iii). We will first show that (qf_iif: a j n q,M = (q^M: a^) n q,_i-M for all
j = i, ...,r. Let « be an arbitrary element of ( q ^ J f :at) n q3^- Write « =
for some ueq^j-M, weM. Then
Thus,
hence usq^^M, as required. In this way, we have proved (qi_1 Jif: at) n q-3f = qt_i
that is (iii) with n = 0. For n > 0, let u be an arbitrary element of
n
If i = r, write « = a?(« + or«;) for some veqr_tM, weM. Then weq^iilf :a™+1
qr-1 M: ar, hence ue qr_xa?M. If i < r, write u = v + atw for some
Since
Hence, by descending induction on i, we may assume that vsqi(ai+1, ...,ar)nM.
Write v = e + ajfox some eeqi_i(ai+1, ...,ar)nM and / e (ai+1,...,ar)nM.
Then, since
( / ) M fM-.a! = q^M :ot-.
Thus, by induction on w, we may assume that
v>+feqi_1(at,...,ar)»-1M.
From this it follows that
u = e + a^w + / ) G qf_j (af,..., ar)n M,
as required.
(iii)=> (i). It is easily seen that (iii) may be also formulated for M/qi_1M,i = 1, ...,r.
Therefore, we only need to show that ax is an absolutely superficial element of q for
M, i.e. (qn+W: ax) n qif = qnM for all n > 1. If r = 1, we have
M: aj) V\ a^M =
If r > 1, we have
(axM:o2) n (o2, ... ,or)n+1if £ a i(a2,. . . , or)nif.
Dividing both sides of this inclusion by alt we get
(a2,..., arr+lM: ax £ (a2,..., ar)n M + (OM: aj.
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that
q»+1if:a1 = qnM+ ((a2, ...,ar)n+1M:a1).
Thus, (qn+1Mittj) n qM = (qnif + (0^:%)) n qif = qnif, as required.
The proof of Theorem 1-1 is complete.
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COROLLARY 1-2. Let alt ...,arbe a a.s. M-sequence. Then, for each i = 1,...,r,
(i) alt...,at is a a.s. M-sequence.
(ii) c\i^xM n qn+1M = q^^M for all n Js 0.
(iii) (q^, qn+1) M: a{ = qnM + (q^M: at) for all n Js 0.
Proof, (i) (resp. (ii)) follows from the condition (iv) (resp. (iii)) of Theorem 1-1.
Since at ar is a a.s. Jf/qf_xilf-sequence for alH = 1, ...,r, (iii) is only a consequence
of the fact qn+1M: a1 = qnM + {OM: a,), which has been proved in the proof of Theorem
Remark. The conditions (iv), (v), and (vii) of Theorem 1-1 are very practical in
checking whether a given sequence is absolutely superficial or not. For example, let
A = k[[Xlt X2, X3]]/(Xl, Xj^X^Xz, XXX%), where A; is a field. Then, using each of these
conditions, one can check that X2, X\ is an a.s. A -sequence, whereas X\, X2 is not.
This example shows that the property of being an a.s. sequence is not stable under
permutation.
2. Relations to other specified sequences
In this section we shall see that a.s. sequences are closely related to some specified
sequences of the theory of modules.
Let a be an arbitrary ideal of A.
(1) We call alt..., aT an a-filter-regular M-sequence ifa^p for all p e Ass(M/qi_1M)\
V(a),i = 1, ...,r. This notion comes from (4), (11) and has led to some interesting results.
For instance, Mp is a Cohen-Macaulay module and dimiH/p-|-dim^4/^ = dim M for
all p e Supp(J/)\{m} if and only if every system of parameters of M is a m-filter-regular
M-sequence ((11), Satz 2-5).
By Theorem 1-1 (vii), an a.s. sequence av ...,ar is a-filter-regular if /^q 2 a. For
converse relation, we have the following
PROPOSITION 2-1. Leta^, ...,aTbe an a-filter-regular M-sequence in a. Then, for each
n ^ 0, there exists an ascending sequence of integers n < nx ^ ... < nr such that
a™1,..., a"', is a a.s. M-sequence.
Proof. Since a^a, we can always find an ascending sequence of integers
n < % < ••• < nr
such that
00
(of1, ..^Oiir^M-.af 2 U (a"1, ..^a^ir^M:am,
m=l
i = 1, ...,r. On the other hand, since ait ...,ar is an a-filter-regular M-sequence iff
a1; ...,arisaregularil/p-sequenceforallpeSupp(ilf/qiil!f)\F(a)(i = 1, ...,r),a%1, ...,d?r
is also an a-filter-regular il/-sequence. Thus, for i = l,...,r,
7 7 1 = 1
= U (ap,...,(&?)Mia";
TO=1
hence
K s ...,(&.-?) M :a?< = U (a?,...,a&?)M: « ' , ...,arn')
m=l
By Theorem 1-1 (vii), of1, ...,a"r is an a.s. M-sequence.
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(2) A superficial element of a for M is an element be a for which there exist integers
c > 0, d > 0 such that (an+cM:b) n adM = anM for all sufficiently large n. Thus, we
call a1,..., aT an a-superficial M-sequence if ai is a superficial element of q for M/q^-^ M,
i = l,...,r, cf. (6). Superficial elements (hence, by reduction,superficial sequences)
have been proved as a useful concept in studying Hilbert-Samuel functions and
multiplicities, see, for example, ((18), ch. VIII).
Let a j , . . . , aT be an a-superficial M-sequence. Then we can find integers ci > 0, d ^ 0
such that
= {qt_v an) M
for all sufficiently large n (i = 1, ...,r). From this it follows, similarly as in the proof
of Theorem 1-1 (ii) => (iv) => (v), that
(q^.j-M: %) n adM = q^M
and
q^M:at = q^M:atad = q^M: ad = U <\t-iM: an.
n=l
As a consequence, a^p for all ^eAss(if/qf_1 M)\V(a). Hence, a3, ...,ar is an a-filter-
regular ilf-sequence, cf. ((6), Satz 1-6). In particular, if d = 0,1,
qi-i-ZW £ (q^jif :at.) n <\M £ ( q ^ J f :o<) n ailf = q<_iJf,
hence a1; ...,ar is an a.s. M-sequence by Theorem 1-1 (iv).
(3) Following (ii) and (15), we call av ...,ar a a-weak M-sequence if
This notion was used to characterize Buchsbaum (resp. generalized Cohen-Macaulay)
modules developed from an answer of W. Vogel to a question of D. A. Buchsbaum.
We recall that M is called a Buchsbaum (resp. generaliezd Cohen-Macaulay) module
if \(M/qM) — e(q; M) is (resp. bounded above by) an invariant of M for all parameter
ideals q of M, where \{M/qM) denotes the length of M/qM and e(q;M) is the multi-
plicity of M relative to q. This is equivalent to the condition that every system of
parameters of M (resp. in m") is a m-weak M -sequence (resp. a mn-weak if-sequence
for some n Js 1). See (11), (14), (15), (16) for more informations.
Clearly, every a-weak sequence is a-filter-regular. Further, by Theorem 1-1 (vi), an
a.s. sequence alt..., ar is a-weak for all ideals a £ q. For the converse relation, we have
the following
PROPOSITION 2-2. av ...,aris an a.s. M-sequence if one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(i) alt...,ai_1,a\ is an a-weak M-sequence (i = 1,...,r).
(ii) a] , . . . , ar is an a-weak M-sequence in a2.
Proof. Suppose (i). Then
Now suppose (ii). Then
:q £ qt_tM:a\ £ qt_xM:a £ q^M:q.
:a £ q^M:a2 £ q^M:o{.
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From this it follows that
qt._jilf:af= U q{-1M:am = U q^M-.q™.
m=l m=l
Therefore, the statement follows from Theorem 1-1 (v) and (vii).
PROPOSITION 2-3. Suppose that a1,...,ar is an a-filter-regular M-sequence and there
exists a generating set S for a such thata^, ...,ar_v b is an a.s. M-sequence for all beS.
Then alt..., ar is an a-weak M-sequence.
Proof. From the first assumption we get
00
qr_xM:ar<=; U qr_xif:am.
Using Theorem 1-1 (vi), from the second assumption we get
qr_xM:b = U qr-XM:bm=> U C\r_xM:am,
m=l m = l
and
q !^M-.at = q^M: (qr_vb) c q^M.b
forallfceS (i = 1, ...,r- 1). Thus,
for a l i i = 1,..., r, as required.
Note that if dim M = 1, there always exists a generating set for mn, n ^ 1, whose
elements are parameters of M, cf. ((7), lemma 3). Then, from Proposition 2-2 and
Proposition 2-3 we immediately get the following result of (13), § 2.
COROLLARY 2-4. M is a Buchsbaum (resp. generalized Cohen-Macaulay) module if
and only if every system of parameters of M {resp. in xnn for some fixed n ^ 0) is an a.s.
M-sequence.
In particular, the main result of (7) may be reformulated as follows (Buchsbaum
modules are hardly characterized by the help of only one system of parameters):
COROLLARY 2-5. M is a Buchsbaum module if and only if there exists a system of
parameters av ...,arof M in m2 and a generating set 8 for m such that ax,..., ait bv ..., 6r_.£
is an a.s. M-sequence for every r — i element subset bv . . . ,6 r_{ of 8 (i = l , . . . , r ) .
3. Associated graded modules
In this section we will study graded modules associated with an ideal generated by
an a.s. sequence.
Let Gq(M) denote the graded module ©" = 0 qn-M/c\n+1M over the graded ring
^(^4) = 0 " = o (\n/qn+1. I t is well-known that Gq(M) carries much information on
the structure of M, see, for example (5). Let af, ...,a* denote the images of ax, ...,ar
in q/q2 respectively. Let Qt denote the ideal of £,,(.4) generated by Oi,...,a*
(i = 1,..., r), and set Q = Qr. Then we have the following result which will make the
study of Gq(M) easier because it allows the reduction process.
PROPOSITION 3-1. Let ^ , . . . , 0 , be a a.s. M-sequence. Then
for each i = l,...,r.
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Proof. Using Corollary 1-2 (ii), we have
Gq(M/qtM) = 0 (qn, q*) M/(qn+\ qt) M ~ 0 qnM/(qn+1M + qnM n qtM)
n=0 n=0
©
n = 0
(for » = 0 we set q
COROLLARY 3-2. Let 31* denote the localization of Gq(M) at the maximal graded ideal
of Gq(A). Then a j , ...,a* is an a.s. M*-sequence ifav ...,aris an a.s. M-sequence.
Proof. I t is easily seen that (OM.:af) n QM* = OM. if {(\n+1M:a1) n qM = qnM for
ailing 1. Hence, applying Proposition 3-1, the statement follows from the definition
of a.s. sequences.
Other graded modules associated with M and q are the Rees module Bq(M)
and the symmetric module Sq(M). Let M[X] denote the module M ®AA[X] over
the polynomial ring -<4[X]: = A[XV ...,Xr], and consider the elements of if[X] as
polynomials over M. Then Bq(M) (resp. Sq{M)) is denned to be the factor module of
M[X] by the submodule generated by all (resp. linear) forms of M[X] vanishing at
ax, ...,ar. Clearly, B(A(f) (resp. Sq(A)) is just the Rees (resp. symmetric) algebra of q,
cf. (2), and Rq{M) (resp. Sq(M)) may be considered as a graded module over Rq{A)
(resp. £<,(;!)). Moreover, we have Gq(M) = Rq(M)/qRq{M).
To compute G^M) or Rq(M) is more difficult than to compute Sq{M). For this
reason one may ask when Rq(M) ~ Sq(M). That is the case for example if alt..., ar is a
regular M-sequence, cf. ((2), § 3), ((17), § 1). But below we have a more general result.
THEOREM 3-3. Let a1; ...,ar be an a.s. M-sequence with (\r_xM:ar 4= M. Then
Rq{M) s Sq(M).
Proof. Let FeM[X] be an arbitrary form vanishing at a^,...,ar. We have to
show that F = ^>FiGi for some linear forms F^MIX] vanishing at av ...,ar and
G^AIX]. We go by induction on r. For r = 0 there is nothing to prove. For r > 0
we may assume that t: = the degree of F in Xr > 0. It suffices to show that the co-
efficients of all monomials of F containing X* belong to qr_xM:ar. For, there exist
linear forms F^MIX] vanishing a t o , or and GteA[X] such that the degree of
F - S Fi Gt in Xr is smaller than t.
We shall use a trick from the proof of Lemma 6 (9). Set / = Un=i OA: a™, A = A/I
and M = M/IM. Mark the image of an element or an ideal of A in A by an upper
line. Then ar is not a zero-divisor of A. Since by Theorem 1-1 (vii),
CO 00
qi_1M:ai= \J qi_1Jf:qn£ (j q.^M-.a?,
n=l
Thus,
^M-.a^ U
n=l
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Hence a^P for all PeAss(M/qi_1M)\V(^). From this it follows that a3, ...,ar is a
regular J-fj/z^J-sequence, where ilffa^1]: = M ®jA\a^1'\. Set b1 = a^^1, ...,&,_! =
ar_^c£l,A[b\ = i T ^ , ...,&r_j],andJf[&] = I f ®^2[&].Then,sinceMffc,^1] = M^1],
bls...,br_x is a regular M[b,a^1]-sequence too. On the other hand, we always have
qr_1£:arcz(b1,...,br_1)M[b]nMc (j q^M-.a*.
But by Theorem 1-1 (vi),
00
\_xM:ar= U cir-iM-.a?.
Hence we can conclude that
s M/(bv...,br_l)Mib]nM = Ml u q^ i^a? ,
from which it follows that ar is not a zero-divisor on (bv ...,br_-j)M\bi\. So we have
proved that the condition (b) of ((5), Satz 3-16-4) is satisfied for the sequence bv..., 6r_x
of A[b] and the module M[b]. Now, write F = GX*r + H for some GeM[Xv . . . .X^J
and HeM[X] such that the degree of H in Xr is smaller than t. Let G denote the
image of G in M[XX,...,Xr_j]. Then G(61;...,6P_X)G(6X,...,fc^+W[6], where s is the
degree of G. Thus, by the equivalence (b)o(d) of (5), Satz 3-16-4, all coefficients of
G must belong to (bv ..., br_x)M[b] n M = qr_!M:aT. Hence all coefficients of G belong
to (qr_vI)M:ar = qr_xlf:ar, as required. The proof of Theorem 3-3 is complete.
Theorem 3-3 has some consequences for the theory of generalized analytic indepen-
dence. Following (3) and (17), we call a1; ...,ar N-independent for M, where N is a
proper submodule of M, if every form of M[X] vanishing at av ...,ar has all its co-
efficients in N.
COROLLARY 3-4. Let aa, ...,ar be an a.s. M-sequence. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) alt..., ar are N-independent for M.
(ii) qr-1 M:ar £ N by every permutation ofa1,...,ar.
Moreover, ifalt..., ar is a system of parameters of M, (i) and (ii) are equivalent to
I l(M/N) < oo for some (or all) n Js 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3-3, ( i )o (ii) is immediate. Suppose (i) and (ii). Then
0 qnM/q"N ~ (M/N) [X]
and N 2 <\M. Hence (iii) is satisfied if av ...,ar is a system of parameters of M. Now
I \(M/N).
From this we can conclude that every form of degree n of M[X] vanishing at a1 ar
has all its coefficients in N, hence so does every linear form of M[X] vanishing
at alt ...,ar; hence (ii).
In particular, Proposition 2-1 and Corollary 3-4 may be used to construct maximal
.^-independent sets in a given ideal a of A, cf. (9), § 3. Here we will only demonstrate
such a construction by reproving the following characterization of unmixed local
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rings ((9), proposition 10) which generalizes an answer of (8) to a problem of G. Valla
((17), question 3-9).
THEOREM 3-5. A is unmixed if and only if dim A is the maximum number of m'-
independent elements in m' for all sufficiently large t.
Proof. By (8) (lemma 4 and lemma 5), we only need to show that if A is a complete
local ring with dimA/p = r for all peAss(^4), then there exist m*-independent sets
of r elements in m* for alH ^ 1. Let a1; ...,aT be a m-filter-regular A -sequence (which
always exists). Then, by Proposition 2-1, for each n ^ 0 there exists an ascending
sequence of integers n < nx < ... ^ nT such that a"1, ...,a%r is an a.s. A -sequence.
Note that av ...,ar is also a system of parameters of A and that ni -»• oo if n ->• oo,
i = 1,...,r. Then, by every permutation of av ...,ar
c: n (G K1,...,<i-1>):
n = l \ m = ln = l
00
= n ( n Ki,...,arv)^pn>4)= n
It is easily seen that every minimal prime ideal of A is contained in some
^eAss(^/gr_1)\{m}.
From this it follows that
n o A n A = n O A O A = OA
peA88U/qr-,)\{m) p p
Thus, by ((18), theorem 13, p. 270), there exist %, ...,nr ^ t such that by every per-
mutation of av ...,ar, (oj1 ( ^ i ' l i ^ c t t . Hence by Corollary 3-4, a?1, ...,a^
form an m*-independent set in m*.
4. Hilbert-Samuel functions
In the following we shall see that a.s. sequences of parameters may be also charac-
terized by means of their Hilbert-Samuel functions.
First, we set
fl(M/c\M)-l(qr_1M:ar/(qr_1M:ar)nqM) if i = 0,
r-iM:ar_1+i/(qr_iM:ar_i+1) n
e( -M) = \
-J(qr_<_1-af:a^/(qr_1_1Jtf:a>_<)nq.af) if 0 < i < r,
if i = r.
THEOREM 4-1. Let av ... ,ar be a system of parameters of M. Then
for all n ^ 0. Equality holds for an infinite sequence of integers n > 0 if and only if
a3, ...,aris an a.s. M-sequence.
Proof. For r = 0 there is nothing to prove. For r > 0 set M = M/a-^M. Then we
have the exact sequence
0 > q»+1if:o1/qnif > M/qnM-^-> Jf/q"+W > M/qn+1M—+ 0,
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for all n ^ 0. From this sequence we get
l(c\nM/qn+1M) = l(M/qn+1M)-l(qn+1M:ai/qnM).
Note t h a t ei[ai,...,ar;M) = ei{q;M) if 0^i<r— 1, and e ^ ^ , . . . ,a r ; Jf) =
er_j(q; ilf) + er(q; M). Then, by induction on r, we may assume that
)
On the other hand, since (OM: a^)/(OM: %) n qM may be considered as a submodule of
(qn+1M:a1)/(c\n+1M:a1) n qif, we haveJ(q"+W:aJ(\nM) ^ l((c\n+1M: a^ n (\M/qnM)
+ l(OM: aJ(OM: ax) n C\M) 5s er(q; Jtf) for all n > 1. Thus,
for all n ^ 1. Hence
= l(M/qM)
n r-1/JJJ i
 r _ 7 ' _ 1
S , f i ( r-i-l
i = 0wi = 0 \ ^ —*—1 / i = 0 \ ^ —
We have proved the first statement of Theorem 4-1.
Note that if o1( ...,ar is an a.s. M-sequence, we have (qm+W:a-,) n qM = q™if, and,
by Corollary 1-2 (iii), qn+1M:aj = qnM+ (0M:a1), and hence ?(qra+W:ai/qwjf) =
er(q; ilf) for all n ^ 1. Then, using induction on r and Theorem 1-1 (ii), we can prove,
similarly as above, the second statement of Theorem 4-1.
I t is known that if M is a Buchsbaum (resp. generalized Cohen—Macaulay) module,
then for every system of parameters av..., ar of M (resp. in m™ for n large enough)
i=o
i = 1,..., r, where H^M) denotes the jth local cohomology module of M with support
{m}. Combining this fact with Theorem 1-1 (iv), Corollary 2-4, and Theorem 4-1, we
immediately get the following result of (13), § 3.
COROLLARY 4-2. Let M be a Buchsbaum (resp. generalized Cohen-Macaulay) module.
Let ax, ...,ar be a system of parameters of M (resp. in mn for n large enough). Then
r—i /r_i_ ]\
eo(q; M) is the multiplicity e(q;M) ofM relative to g,e^(q;ilf) = 2 I . I l(H3m(M)),j=o\ J — 1 /( r — i— 1\ / — 1\
I: = 0 if i =(= r and I I: = 1, and, for all n > 0,
l(M/^M) = (* +/)
 e(q; M) + £ ^ (n + r 7 *) (r T ' " X) «(^(Jf)).\ r / i=ij=o\ r — i i \ j — I /
Theorem 4-1 may be also used to estimate the Hilbert-Samuel function l(M/anM)
of an arbitrary ideal a of A with l(M/aM) < oo.
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COROLLARY 4-3. Let av...,ar be a system of parameters of M in a. Then, for all
Equality holds for an infinite sequence of integers n ^ 0 if and only if the following con-
ditions are satisfied:
(i) qnaM = an+1M for some n Ss 1.
(ii) ax>..., or is an a.s. M-sequence.
(iii) q r _ 1 l f : a r c aM + \J%=1OM:tnm by every permutation of ax, ...,ar.
Proof. We have l(M/an+1M) < l(M/c\naM) = l(M/qnM) + l(<\nM/qnaM). Further,
it is easily seen that
I™ + r_~ ^  l(M/aM + (OM: qn)).
Hence, using Theorem 4-1 for l(M /<\nM), the first statement is immediate. Since
^V:Qn = \Jm=iOM:mm for all sufficiently large n, the second statement is only a
consequence of the above consideration combined with Theorem 4-1 and Corollary 3-4.
In particular, we have the following improved version of ((10), lemma 1-1) (which
generalizes a result of S. Abhyankar on the embedding dimension of a Cohen-Macaulay
ring ((l), (1))).
THEOREM 4-4. Let M be a Buchsbaum module with dim M = r and multiplicity
e(m; M) = e. Let s <tbe arbitrary non-negative integers. Then, for alln ^ 1,
% ^— i j —
Moreover, if the residue field A/m. is infinite, equality holds for some n ^ 1 if and only
if (a\,...,a£)nm"M = tnnt+sM for some {or every) system of elements a^,...,aT in m\m2
whose images in m /m 2 c: Gm(A) form a homogeneous system of parameters of Gm(M).
Proof. Without restriction we may assume that A/m is infinite. Then there exist
elements alt . . . ,arem\m2 whose images in m/m2 form a homogeneous system of
parameters of Gm(M), i.e. qxncM = xnc+1M for some c Ss 0. Clearly, av...,ar is also a
system of parameters of M. By Corollary 4-2, eo(q; M) = e(q; M), and it is easily seen
that e(q; M) = e, cf. (12), theorem 1. Thus, applying Corollary 4-2, we have
Note that by Corollary 2-4, a\,..., aj_1( aT is an a.s. M-sequence for all t ^ 1. Then, by
Theorem M (vi) and Corollary i-2 (iii),
(al,...,4_1)M:a* = (<.. . ,a^)Jlf :ar £ cfM:ar = q'-W + (OM:ar) <= m*M+ (OM:m).
Hence, by Corollary 3-4,
4 ^ + [ ~ ^ l{M/m"M + (OM:
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Now, since
l(M/mnt+sM) < l{M/{<4, ...,al)nm8M)
the statements are immediate.
Remark. In Theorem 4-4, if every system of parameters of M is a rrt-M-independent
set for M (e.g. M = A), we may even assume that s ^ t (cf. ((10), lemma 1-1)). In this
case, using Theorem 1-1 (iv), it is easily seen that every system of parameters of M
is an a.s. mM-sequence. So, similarly, as in the above proof, we have
(a\,...,atr_1)M:ar = (a\, ...,a*_1)mM:ar
£ qtmM:ar c c^-lmM + {0M:ar) £ rtfM+ (0M:m),
from which the statements then follow.
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